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Create an Emotional Map

Preparation

Annexes.

“At the beginning of the lesson, I present a so-called “barometer of emotions” that 
represents four emotional zones. Then each student shares how he/she feels at the 
moment, and determines in which area that emotion is, we discuss ways to get out of 

minutes. At the end, students share their emotion cards and discuss jointly. Participants 
appreciate their emotional condition after the lesson.”

Group size Duration

30-40 minutes. In foreign language 

the facilitator introduces students to 

minutes is enough for online lessons.

Group age

12–17 

Relation to subjects Materials

for each student
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Overview and objectives

Manage their emotions

Step by step instructions

When you SEE...
When you HEAR...
When you FEEL...

3. How do you deal with this emotion?
You IMAGINE that...

4. How do you usually react to that emotion?
What do you do?
What do not you do?
What do you say?
What do not you say? 

Version:

minutes)
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Evaluation

drawing conclusions.
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Annex 1 - Emotional Zones 

Strong energy

Low energy

Negative Positive

Negative Positive

+5

+4

+3

+2

+1

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
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Annex 2- Ways to Get out of the Emotional Zones

Strong energy

Low energy

Negative Positive

Negative Positive

+5

+4

+3

+2

+1

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-5       -4      -3        -2       -1 +1       +2      +3        +4       +5 

Breath deeply!

Listen to music!

Read a book!

Take a break!

Go for a walk

Dream

Play sports

Drink water

Talk to an adult

Listen to music

Take a break

Ask for a hug

I CAN DO IT!

To learn

To listen carefully

To work hard

To have good 

behaviour
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Annex 3 - Emotion Map

Strong energy

Low energy

Which of these 

unpleasant/bad 

emotions do you 

usually feel? 

+5

+4

+3

+2

+1

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-5       -4      -3        -2       -1 +1       +2      +3        +4       +5 

- Fear

- Sadness

- Anger 

- Anxiety

- When you see...

- When you hear...

- When you feel...

- When you smell...

- When you taste...

- You IMAGINE that... 

- Physical sensations 

you have...

- Words or phrases 

you say to other 

people or yourself... 

- What do you do....? 

- What do not you do...? 

- What do you say...? 

- What do not you say…? 

In general, when is 

this emotion 

provoked (from 

external factors)? 

How do you deal 

with this emotion?  

How do you 

usually react to 

that emotion?  


